RESEARCH COLLOQUIUM SERIES
ON THE THEME OF RESPONSIBLE & EFFECTIVE INNOVATION
autumn 2021

10/05
Shruti Misra
UW ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING
What Effective Innovation from University Research Looks Like

10/12
Ryan Buckmaster
UW COMOTION

10/19
Elizabeth Scallon
ALEXA STARTUPS & FUNDS, AMAZON
Innovation as Key Leadership Function – how people create or destroy innovation

10/26
Nirav Desai
MOONBEAM
Emerging Genius Clusters: How Industry, Government and the Academy come together to invent, prove and scale technology to create the future

11/02
Margaret O'Mara
UW HISTORY, AUTHOR OF CODE
Information Wants to Be Free: A Short History of the Internet Economy

11/12
Ryan Calo
UW LAW SCHOOL
TBD

11/16
Suma Bhat
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
Shining a Light on Dark Jargon and Countering Hate Speech

11/19
Io Blair-Freese
BILL & MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION
Using GIS and Remote Sensing in Health & Humanitarian Programs

11/23
Blaise Agüera y Arcas
GOOGLE
Social AI and Distributed Ethics

11/30
Irene Lo
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, MANAGEMENT SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
Efficiently and equitably assigning students to public schools

12/07
David Fork
GOOGLE
Engineers: You Can Disrupt Climate Change

All lectures are free and open to the UW community.

Questions? Contact events@ece.uw.edu

Watch previous Colloquium Series talks: youtube.com/c/UWCEmedia/videos